Spatial interval discrimination in the presence of flanking lines.
Spatial interval discrimination was studied in the absence or presence of distractors. In the latter case, two flanking lines surrounded two vertical lines delimiting the spatial interval. Using a temporal 2AFC technique with a method of constant stimuli we measured the accuracy of performance (discrimination thresholds) and biases (points of subjective equality) depending on the separations between the target and the flanking lines. For separations less than or comparable to the size of the spatial interval we found both a reduction of precision and the increase of perceived sizes of the spatial intervals: the discrimination thresholds were increased, the size of the spatial interval was overestimated. For larger separations, the size of the spatial interval was underestimated, but the precision of performance was not affected by the presence of flanking lines. We discuss the possible mechanisms underlying spatial interval discrimination in the presence of flanking lines.